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Inheritance of behavioural differences
between two interfertile, sympatric species,

Drosophila silvestris and D. heteroneura
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The Hawaiian fly species, Drosophila silvestris and D. heteroneura, are sympatric and interfertile
but show strong behavioural isolation and major differences in male aggressive behaviour and
the associated morphology. As a first step in elucidating the genetic control of the differences
between these species, we examined the mating and aggressive behaviour of their reciprocal F1

hybrids. The latency to the first wing vibration and the latency to copulate did not differ
significantly between the parental species. However, D. heteroneura females had a very low
tendency to copulate with D. silvestris males, rarely mating during the observation period. The
duration of copulation also differed significantly: same-species pairs of D. silvestris had copula-
tions that lasted about 50% longer than those of same-species pairs of D. heteroneura. The
hybrids were intermediate between the parental species for both the tendency to copulate with
D. silvestris males and the duration of copulation, suggesting codominance or polygenic inherit-
ance for those traits. The aggression traits that we scored were the leg posture and wing
extension during early aggression, and the leg posture and head position during escalated
aggression. The parental species showed clear differences for each of these traits. The F1

hybrids resembled one parent or the other, without showing intermediate values, suggesting
single-gene dominance or threshold expression of many genes for those traits. None of the
courtship or aggressive traits showed X-chromosomal effects, although the head shape of
hybrids is influenced by genes on the X chromosome. It is difficult to reconcile the patterns of
inheritance of aggressive behaviour and the lack of an X-chromosomal effect with the hypothe-
sis that these traits are influenced by a coadapted gene complex.

Keywords: aggression, behavioural isolation, courtship, Hawaiian Drosophila, hybrids,
speciation.

Introduction

Behavioural reproductive isolation appears to repre-
sent an early stage in the process of divergence of
sympatric species (Coyne & Orr, 1989). It also may
be a major component of the process of speciation
in cases in which the species show little ecological
divergence (Kaneshiro & Boake, 1987). Behavioural
isolation has received far less attention than other
forms of isolation such as hybrid sterility, despite its
potential for elucidating the process of speciation
(Coyne, 1992; Turner & Burrows, 1995). Two
important contemporary issues in the study of

behavioural isolation are the nature of the genetic
changes that accompany speciation (Barton & Char-
lesworth, 1984; Carson & Templeton, 1984) and the
role of sexual selection in speciation (Kaneshiro &
Boake, 1987; Kaneshiro, 1989).

The genetic issues in speciation focus on whether
speciation is the result of the accumulation of small
changes at many loci (Charlesworth et al., 1982) or
the result of a genetic transilience or other major
genetic reorganization (Carson & Templeton, 1984).
Because reproductive isolation is the core of specia-
tion, tests of genetic hypotheses need to be
conducted on the traits that are most likely to be
responsible for reproductive isolation. The Hawaiian
Drosophila have played a central role in the develop-
ment of hypotheses that relate genetic reorganiza-
tion to speciation (Carson & Templeton, 1984),
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making them critical for testing these hypotheses. In
this paper we examine the inheritance of several
sexual behaviours that may be important in the
process of speciation for two Hawaiian Drosophila
species.

The process of speciation through sexual selection
could occur in the absence of substantial adaptive
divergence (Lande, 1981a). This kind of speciation
may have happened with the large flies Drosophila
silvestris and D. heteroneura (Kaneshiro, 1976;
Carson, 1982), which are endemic to the same
forests on the Island of Hawaii and ecologically very
similar. By the standards of the genus, they have
diverged recently, being no more than 4Å105 yr old
and having a Nei’s similarity coefficient of 0.94
(Carson, 1982). They show no postzygotic isolation
(Craddock, 1974; Val, 1977; Ahearn & Templeton,
1989) but do show prezygotic behavioural isolation,
with the pairing of D. heteroneura females with D.
silvestris males being very unlikely to result in copu-
lation (Craddock, 1974; Val, 1977; Price & Boake,
1995; Fraser & Boake, 1997). Thus the main barrier
to gene flow is behavioural, making this pair ideal
for examining the genetic nature of behavioural
isolation.

This paper is one part of a larger study of the
nature and control of behavioural isolation between
D. silvestris and D. heteroneura. We have reported
that the F1 hybrids are not at a disadvantage in
aggression and in courtship (Price & Boake, 1995).
Here we address the question of the nature of the
inheritance of behavioural differences. In this stage
of the project, we made reciprocal crosses between
Drosophila silvestris and D. heteroneura and
examined behavioural traits in their F1 hybrids. We
found that the pattern of inheritance in the F1

differed substantially for courtship and aggressive
behaviour, with simple dominance being adequate to
explain differences in aggressive behaviour, whereas
the courtship traits were intermediate in the hybrids
and could be under polygenic control.

Materials and methods

The flies

Both D. silvestris and D. heteroneura are found in the
same forests, between 1000 m and 1300 m altitude
on the wetter slopes of the volcanoes on the Island
of Hawaii (D. silvestris can be found as high as
1700 m but D. heteroneura occupies lower altitudes;
Carson, 1982). The two species have the same
general ecological requirements, sometimes even
being reared out of the same piece of rotten host

material (Conant, 1978; Carson et al., 1989). The
species have very similar courtship behaviour
(Spieth, 1978; Hoikkala & Welbergen, 1995)
although they show asymmetric behavioural isolation
(Kaneshiro, 1976; Price & Boake, 1995; Fraser &
Boake, 1997): D. silvestris females and D. hetero-
neura males mate readily, but the reciprocal pairing
rarely results in copulation.

Males of the two species are markedly divergent
in their aggressive behaviour (Spieth, 1981). Male D.
silvestris fight by approaching each other with their
legs extended (a stilt-walk), and then push and shove
each other with one or both wings extended later-
ally; they attempt to push each other over back-
wards. Males of D. heteroneura fight by crouching
close to the substrate and approaching each other
with both wings extended laterally, until their heads
touch somewhat in the fashion of mountain sheep;
they shove until one male leaves. The head shapes
of males from these species reflect the differences in
fighting style: D. silvestris heads are characteristic of
the genus, being round, but D. heteroneura males
look hammer-headed. Females show some differ-
ences in head shape, but the eyestalks of female D.
heteroneura are not as pronounced as those of the
males. The species differences in head shape show a
substantial influence of the X chromosome, as well
as numerous autosomal influences (Templeton,
1977; Val, 1977; Lande, 1981b).

Rearing

Hawaiian Drosophilaof this group are reared at 18°C, 70%
relative humidity, on a 13 h:11 h light:
dark cycle, which emulates the cycle in the cloud
forests in which they live. A generation takes about
3 months in the laboratory. Larvae are fed with a
modified cornmeal–molasses food, they pupate in
damp sand, and adults are fed with a yeastless
Wheeler–Clayton medium (Carson, 1987).

Drosophila silvestris was represented by two isofe-
male lines, called U26B9 (1991–92) and Y11R6
(1996–97) in the Hawaii Drosophila Stock Center’s
records; in the rest of the paper we use the conven-
tion of referring to each cross by the D. silvestris
stock number. These two stocks represent geograph-
ically distinct populations that differ in a secondary
sexual character, the number of rows of bristles on
male foretibiae (Carson et al., 1982). The D. hetero-
neura stock was the isofemale line W48B6; this is
the only line of D. heteroneura that is available in
captivity, and this species has been seen in the wild
only once since 1983 (Boake, unpubl. obs.). It is
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unclear whether an outbred population of either
species could be maintained in a flight cage smaller
than a gymnasium because these are large territorial
flies that require appreciable space and time for
rearing, and because sexual selection probably takes
place under laboratory conditions (Carson, 1987;
Boake, 1989a). Because a generation takes about
three months, work on these species is necessarily
slower than on smaller species with more rapid
developmental times.

We use the convention of referring to D. silvestris
as S and D. heteroneura as H. Additionally, we list
the species of the female parent first; thus hybrids
from the cross of D. silvestris females with D. hetero-
neura males are called SH individuals, and hybrids
of the reciprocal cross are called HS individuals.

Hybrids were produced with two methods. The
U26B9 cross, conducted in 1991–92, was produced
with matings between small numbers of flies in glass
vials (Price & Boake, 1995); the Y11R6 cross
(1996–97) used mass-matings of several dozen flies
of each species in large glass jars. Because it is faster
to produce SH progeny than to produce HS progeny
(Craddock, 1974; Val, 1977; Price & Boake, 1995),
individuals from reciprocal crosses with U26B9 were
tested at different times (SH in the early spring of
1992; and HS in the late spring of 1992).

Behavioural observations and analyses

We observed courtship behaviour and aggressive
behaviour, considering acts that preceded copulation
as well as the duration of copulation under the cate-
gory of ‘courtship.’ Individuals were observed once,
and all sample sizes refer to the number of indi-
viduals. We scored the variables for mating and
aggression differently. The acts that precede copula-
tion are very similar for the two species (Spieth,
1981), but pilot studies had suggested differences in
timing. Accordingly, we focused on the latencies and
durations of various acts. Aggressive postures differ
between the two species, as described above, so our
data for the studies of aggression were the postures
in analogous acts.

Courtship For the U26B9 cross we conducted
courtship observations of the SH and HS hybrids
independently. In each case we took data simultane-
ously from all possible pairs of S, H, and one type of
hybrid (SH or HS). Homotypic pairs were observed
at the same time as heterotypic pairs in order to
control for day-to-day differences in the probability
of mating. In the studies of HS hybrids, H was
under-represented because of overheating in one of

our coldrooms. For the Y11R6 cross we observed
fewer types of combinations of genotypes; one set of
tests was of S males with all four genotypes of
females (H, S, HS and SH) and the other set of tests
was of H females with all four genotypes of males
(H, S, HS and SH).

Pairs of flies were observed in clear plastic cham-
bers (13Å15 cm floors, 4.5 cm high; available
commercially as 24 oz deli boxes) which had floors
made of blotting paper and which contained a small
piece of damp sponge for humidity. As many as 27
chambers were observed simultaneously; the identity
of each pair in a chamber was randomized. Flies
were at least one month old (and thus sexually
mature) at the start of observations. All males were
moved into the chambers at least 5 min before
females were put in. Each pair was observed for 1 h
from the time that the female entered the chamber.
We recorded the latencies until several landmarks in
courtship: male wing vibration (this takes place in a
head-under-wings posture, and involves both wings
being vibrated simultaneously), the onset of copula-
tion, and the end of copulation.

The most difficult part of the study of genetic
differences in mating behaviour arises from mating
behaviour being the result of the interactions of two
individuals (Fuller & Hahn, 1976). Both sexes must
be evaluated separately and together during the
statistical analysis. Here we outline the strategy for
our analyses. We used nonparametric tests because
not all the data were normally distributed.

We conducted two separate analyses of the court-
ship data from the U26B9 cross. First, we performed
a simple analysis using data only from homotypic
pairings, which is the most common pairing in
natural populations for the parental species but
unlikely for hybrids because of their rarity. Such an
analysis assumes that the behaviour shown with a
homotypic partner is the only possible kind of
behaviour for an individual. The analysis does not
allow an examination of whether female discrimina-
tion against heterotypic males can be inherited. This
analysis is not presented in detail, but is referred to
where the results differ from the overall analysis.

Our main analysis of the U26B9 data was more
complex. We pooled the data taken from all possible
pairings between different genotypes (e.g. SH
female with SH or H or S male, H female with SH
or H or S male, S female with SH or H or S male).
In the first stage of the analysis we broke the data
sets into 2 by 2 contingency tables in which both
sexes of one type of hybrid and one type of parental
species were represented (S and SH, S and HS, H
and SH; the coldroom failure precluded an analysis
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of H and HS); this allowed an analysis of the signifi-
cance of an interaction term as well as of the main
effects. None of the interactions was significant. In
the second stage of the analysis, for each sex and
genotype, we asked whether a trait differed signifi-
cantly according to the genotype of the partner,
using log-likelihood tests. We used the sequential
Bonferroni technique to adjust for the large number
of related tests (Rice, 1989), and found only one
case with a significant effect, the duration of copula-
tion of SH females with different genotypes of part-
ners. For later analyses we pooled the data across
the different types of partners because even if signi-
ficant differences are detected, these nevertheless
represent aspects of the phenotype of each geno-
type. Finally, we tested for differences between the
two reciprocal hybrids with Wilcoxon tests and
pooled data where we did not find significant differ-
ences. The pooled F1 means were compared to the
parental means and hypotheses about inheritance
developed.

Many of the tests described above were inappro-
priate for the Y11R6 data because fewer combina-
tions of flies had been examined. Where possible, we
tested for differences that could be attributed to the
genotype of the partner or to differences between
reciprocal hybrids. For presentation and drawing
genetic inferences, the data from the U26B9 and
Y11R6 crosses were pooled by giving each cross
equal weight rather than weighting for the number
of tests.

Aggression We observed aggression with hetero-
typic pairs, a hybrid male with either an S or an H
male in both crosses. In the U26B9 cross each pair
was observed for 30 min, with as many as 10 pairs
being observed simultaneously; in the Y11R6 cross
we observed up to 20 pairs for 1 h. We randomized
the locations of different types of pairs in the array
of observation chambers, using the same kind of
chambers as in the courtship tests. Males were
tested at least 1 month after eclosion; they were
isolated into shell vials with food no later than the
afternoon before the morning of behavioural tests.
Each male was put into the observation chamber by
gently tapping him out of his shell vial. We recorded
the aggressive postures that each male exhibited
during the observation session. We tested SH
hybrids with H and S males on different days in the
U26B9 cross, but for all other tests hybrids were
tested with both parental species of male on the
same day. Not all pairs fought; we collected data
from between 10 and 30 interactions per hybrid
genotype.

The data describe whether a particular component
of the behaviour in a hybrid male resembled one or
the other parent, or was intermediate. We described
aggressive behaviour with four action patterns that
were readily observable (Spieth, 1981). These were
the posture during an approach, wing position after
the approach, and head position and leg posture in
high-intensity interactions. We scored the posture
during an approach as crouched or upright, wings as
extended laterally one at a time (S-like) or simulta-
neously (H-like), heads as side-to-side (S-like) or in
a frontal shove (H-like), and leg posture in high-
intensity interactions as being extended (S-like) or
crouched (H-like). Some males showed an inter-
mediate pattern or showed both; these were pooled
into a ‘both’ category. Our variables are the propor-
tion of males of each genotype that showed a certain
action pattern. We used contingency table analyses
to determine whether the genotype of the opponent
affected the form of each act, and log-likelihood
tests for differences between genotypes.

Results

The progress of courtship

Two components of courtship, the latency to wing
vibration and the latency to copulate, did not differ
significantly between the parental species in either
cross, whether the data were taken from same-
species pairs or from all kinds of pairs (Table 1). In
all cases, an average of nearly 20 min elapsed from
when a female was introduced to a male until wing
vibration began. The entire courtship lasted between
22 and 28 min. Not surprisingly, hybrids resembled
the parents.

The probability of copulation

H females did not mate with S males in the 1 h
observation period in the U26B9 cross; in the
Y11R6 cross, 7% of such pairings resulted in copu-
lation within 1 h. We defined a trait ‘propensity to
mate with S males’, which has a high value in S
females and is near zero in H females in 1-h obser-
vations. The SH and HS hybrid females did not
differ in their likelihood of mating with S males in
either cross (x2

1 = 2.5, Pa0.05). In the U26B9 cross
the combined F1 hybrid females had a significantly
lower probability than S females of mating with S
males: 20 of 92 tests with F1 hybrid females resulted
in copulation whereas 20 of 46 tests with S females
resulted in copulation (x2

1 = 7.81, Ps0.01). In the
Y11R6 cross, the F1 hybrid females mated with S
males in 41% of the tests but SÅS pairs had a 31%
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chance of mating (n = 59 pairs), and thus the hybrid
females were not less likely to mate with S males.
The interpretation of inheritance of the likelihood of
mating with S males thus depends on the nature of
the cross. In general, the Y11R6 males have a
greater likelihood of mating than the U26B9 males
with H females and both hybrid females (HS and
SH).

The duration of copulation

Copulation duration was not dependent on the type
of female except for SH females in the U26B9 cross.
In this case the copulation duration of females
differed according to the genotype of their partners.
For homotypic matings, S pairs (U26B9) had sig-
nificantly longer copulations than H pairs
(12.3¹0.7 min vs. 8.8¹1.2 min, P = 0.006); Y11R6
pairs had an average copulation duration of
12.3¹0.65 min. For both crosses, differences in
copulation duration appear to depend on the male
genotype (Price & Boake, 1995). The reciprocal
hybrid males did not differ significantly in the
U26B9 cross but SH males had significantly longer
copulation durations than HS in the Y11R6 cross
(9.5¹0.3 min vs. 8.2¹0.4 min, P = 0.003). Thus vari-
ation in copulation duration appears to be sex-
limited in expression but evidence for sex-linkage is
modest. The pattern of inheritance suggests poly-
genic control.

Aggression

First we tested whether the form of the action
pattern depended on the genotype of the opponent,
using chi-squared tests. There was no pattern to the
significant differences for the two crosses and there
were only a few differences between the crosses
involving the U26B9 and Y11R6 D. silvestris flies. In

the U26B9 cross, in the initial stage of aggression, S
males were more likely to show the ‘walk’ than the
‘crouch’ posture when approaching the HS hybrid,
and more likely to show both action patterns when
approaching the SH hybrid (P = 0.001 in each case).
Also in U26B9, in high-intensity aggression, the SH
hybrids were more likely to show both leg postures
when paired with an H male than when paired with
an S male (log-likelihood test, P = 0.005). In the
Y11R6 cross, the HS hybrids were more likely to
show both wing postures with S males than with H
males, and S males were also more likely to show
both wing postures in tests with HS males than with
SH males (P = 0.004 and 0.02, respectively). Apart
from this, the reciprocal hybrids did not differ in
their patterns of behaviour (Pa0.05 in all cases).

For three of the four aggressive action patterns
(early posture, early wing extension and escalated
legs) the two crosses gave the same result (Table 2).
The early posture did not differ between the species
as much as some other traits, which may result from
the difficulty of scoring this posture. The tendency
to show both action patterns may be explained
because the first stage of courtship involves male
crouching, and males cannot tell males from females
(or from jumping spiders; Boake, unpubl. obs.) until
they elicit a response from the animal that is being
approached (Boake & Hoikkala, 1995). Hybrid
males were very unlikely to crouch during the first
stage of aggression, and thus resembled S males.

For the posture during approach and the posture
of the legs during high-intensity fights, the hybrids
clearly resembled S (Table 2). All hybrids showed
the double-wing extension of H. During escalated
aggression, nearly all hybrids showed the extended
leg posture that is characteristic of S.

The head posture during escalated aggression
differed between U26B9 (59% S-like) and Y11R6
(100% S-like). More remarkably, fewer than 7% of

Table 1 Mating behaviour of Drosophila silvestris and D. heteroneura, together
with their F1 hybrids. Each value is the mean (¹1 SE) of tests with two crosses;
the total number of pairs scored is given in parentheses below the means

Genotype Latency to wing Latency to Duration of
vibration (min) copulate (min) copulation (min)

D. silvestris 20.9¹1.2 26.8¹1.6 12.3¹0.3
(154) (104) (103)

F1 hybrid 19.0¹0.8 23.7¹1.1 10.4¹0.2
(263) (244) (244)

D. heteroneura 18.9¹1.4 22.8¹1.7 7.8¹0.3
(111) (79) (79)
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the hybrids of the U26B9 cross showed the S-like
head posture whereas 67% of the hybrids of the
Y11R6 cross showed dominance of the S head
posture. Thus three of the four aggressive action
patterns show consistent patterns of inheritance in
the two crosses. For head posture the two crosses
suggest dominance of the H-like posture in the
U26B9 cross and partial dominance in the Y11R6
cross.

Discussion

Role of behavioural differences in reproductive
isolation

In a previous paper we showed that courtship
discrimination between these two species appears to
result from whether a pair initiates courtship, rather
than from later stages of the interaction (Price &
Boake, 1995). We noted that aggressive behaviour
had diverged to such an extent that males of the two
species do not fight each other, and hardly ever give
aggressive displays, although hybrid males fight both
parental species successfully (Price & Boake, 1995).
We also asked whether those aspects of mating
behaviour that have diverged are currently relevant
to sexual selection within either species (Boake,
1989a; Boake & Hoikkala, 1995; Hoikkala &
Welbergen, 1995). The two aspects of mating
behaviour that differed significantly between the
parental species were the probability of copulation
with S males and the duration of copulation
(Table 1). The probability of copulation is a major
aspect of sexual selection; we need to know the
proximate reasons for its variation. Copulation dura-
tion could be relevant to sperm transfer and usage;

further experiments will be necessary to examine
this. We are attempting to identify and experimen-
tally manipulate the aspects of the male phenotype
that are important to females. Because aggressive
displays are largely used by males to defend terri-
tories that are visited by females for mating but that
do not contain other resources (Spieth, 1981), the
displays are clearly sexually selected. However, it is
difficult to hypothesize about the role of aggressive
displays in reproductive isolation because the species
have diverged to such a great extent.

Inheritance of differences between the species

Behavioural differences between D. silvestris and D.
heteroneura are under genetic control. Reciprocal
hybrids did not differ substantially for any traits,
indicating that autosomal genes are involved. Thus
although the X chromosome is a major contributor
to differences in head width (Templeton, 1977; Val,
1997), it does not influence differences in aggressive
behaviour. In some cases hybrids were very similar
to one parent or the other, suggesting simple domi-
nance or a threshold trait with polygenic control. In
other cases their behaviour was intermediate, which
could be explained by codominance at a single locus
or by polygenic inheritance.

We hybridized isofemale lines, and thus we view
our Mendelian analyses as providing hypotheses to
be tested by examining the behaviour of F2 and
backcross hybrids. The results from the two crosses
were qualitatively the same. Ideally, additional
stocks of each species should be crossed, but the
increasing rarity of both species in the forest, caused
by habitat destruction and the effects of an intro-
duced predator, precludes this possibility.

Table 2 Behaviour of Drosophila silvestris and D. heteroneura, together with their
F1 hybrids, during aggressive interactions, expressed as the percentage of males
that showed silvestris-like action patterns. These are means from the two crosses
except in the case of the ‘escalated head’ posture, where major differences were
found; results for the U26B9 cross are given first. The total number of males
scored is given in parentheses below the means

Species Early Early Escalated Escalated
posture wings head legs
% S-like % S-like % S-like % S-like

D. silvestris 85 86 59, 100 100
(91) (85) (22, 20) (44)

F1 hybrid 78 1 4, 67 82
(187) (191) (46, 43) (96)

D. heteroneura 24 2 0, 0 3
(100) (98) (14, 22) (40)
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Studies of hybrid mating behaviour are more
complex than studies of hybrid morphology.
Morphology may vary between individuals, but accu-
rate phenotypic values are expected, because repeat-
abilities are influenced only by measurement error.
Studies of hybrid mating behaviour are influenced by
two additional levels of variability, which are the
inherent variation in an individual’s behaviour and
the variation caused by behaviour of its partner
(Fuller & Hahn, 1976; Boake, 1989b). In an ideal
experiment, every individual would be measured
repeatedly, with a variety of partners, and its mean
phenotype used in analyses. Given the constraints of
time and space in our study, we chose to measure
each individual once, and to pair each type of hybrid
with several types of partner (members of both
parental species and of the hybrid). Our test of
whether a trait varied significantly according to the
genotype of the partner is a test of behavioural plas-
ticity; in nearly all cases we found no significant
plasticity.

The posture during the earliest stage of aggressive
behaviour was difficult to score because crouching is
a component of courtship in both species, but a
component of aggression only in H. As a further
complication, H males were far more likely to show
homosexual courtship than S males: 70% of all
observations of H males with hybrid males included
some wing vibration by H, but only 16% of the
observations of S males included wing vibration.
Both hybrids showed as much male-directed wing
vibration as H (SH 62%, HS 50%). No males
differed in the likelihood of wing vibration according
to the genotype of the opponent: S males received
as much wing vibration as H males, but gave consid-
erably less. Thus the tendency to show wing vibra-
tion to other males shows dominance of the H-like
value. In future, the crouched posture could be
scored as aggressive if accompanied by a description
of the behaviour subsequent to each crouch.

The parental males were quite distinct for the
aggressive traits of early wing posture and escalated
leg posture, and the hybrids distinctly resembled one
parent or the other. Three components of aggressive
behaviour showed clear dominance of one parental
species (Table 2): one trait was H-like and two were
S-like. The independence of the patterns of domi-
nance of these different components of behaviour
may indicate that they are controlled by different
genes; however, such a hypothesis must be tested
with assessments of the behaviour of backcross and
F2 flies.

In the escalated aggressive interactions, the D.
silvestris males had different frequencies of S-like

head positions, with the U26B9 males being more
likely to show the H-like posture. The F1 hybrid
males showed a far higher tendency to give the
S-like posture in the Y11R6 cross. This difference
could be caused by a difference between the two
stocks or by interobserver differences (scoring the
head posture requires very close observation of the
fight). Two of us (CB and DA) tested the second
hypothesis by observing a small sample of U26B9
males with each other and with F1 hybrid males from
the Y11R6 cross. Our recent results were consistent
with the earlier ones, with 76% of U26B9 males
giving S-like escalated head postures when paired
with U26B9, and 55% giving S-like postures when
paired with a hybrid male. We noted that the
postures appear to form more of a continuum than a
discrete difference, and thus we conclude that the
differences between the two crosses could be partly
a result of interobserver variation but that a real
difference exists between the D. silvestris stocks. The
U26B9 and Y11R6 stocks came from populations
that differ in the number of rows of tibial hairs on
males, with the two-row state being ancestral
(Carson et al., 1982). Based on molecular genetic
data, it is thought that D. heteroneura evolved from
D. silvestris before the three-row population evolved
(DeSalle et al., 1986). The 2-row D. silvestris popula-
tions are more closely related to the D. heteroneura
populations than the 3-row D. silvestris populations
are related to D. heteroneura populations (DeSalle et
al., 1986). Thus it is possible that the closer resemb-
lance of the U26B9 aggressive head posture to the
posture of D. heteroneura is associated with this
evolutionary history.

In hybrids between S and H, the broad head of H
shows a strong influence of genes on the X chromo-
some (Templeton, 1977; Val, 1977; Lande, 1981b).
Carson & Templeton (1984) proposed that the
difference in head shape was attributable to a coad-
apted gene complex, and Spieth (1981) proposed
that the crouched posture and head-on shove of H
coevolved with the broadened head, although he did
not invoke a coadapted gene complex. Our observa-
tion that some components of aggressive behaviour
show dominance of the D. silvestris type, and others
show dominance of the D. heteroneura type is incon-
sistent with a coadapted gene complex that controls
both head shape and posture. Furthermore, the lack
of X-chromosomal linkage of the genes for posture,
despite X-chromosomal influences on head shape, is
evidence against a coadapted gene complex that
controls both posture and head shape and that is
linked on the same chromosome. However, coevolu-
tion of two traits can occur through epistatic gene
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interaction among unlinked genes (Butlin & Ritchie,
1989), so Spieth’s hypothesis is not invalidated by
our failure to find sex-linkage for behavioural traits.

Ideally, a study of hybrid behaviour involves a
complete diallel analysis of at least four stocks that
is conducted simultaneously (Sokolowski & Bauer,
1989; Welbergen et al., 1992). However, this
approach is not feasible with the large picture-
winged flies because of the huge amount of time,
space, and labour that is necessary for conducting a
single cross. The alternative is to proceed in a step-
wise fashion, using homotypic pairs as controls.
These species have stimulated the development of
several controversial hypotheses, and thus even
though the studies progress far slower than with
species that are reared more easily, analyses of the
divergence between these species is essential for
testing the hypotheses.

Nature of genetic control of behavioural differences

We found that for the duration of copulation the
hybrids have intermediate phenotypes and thus the
trait could be under polygenic control. In contrast,
three aggressive traits showed clear patterns of
dominance that were consistent between crosses;
this could be a result of a single gene of major
effect, or a threshold trait with polygenic control.
The difference between courtship and aggression in
the mode of inheritance of differences between
species may be more apparent than real, resulting
from our choice of traits to score. One mating
behaviour that may show polygenic inheritance, the
probability of copulation with S males, is undoubt-
edly a summary of many contributing factors. The
duration of copulation is probably influenced by
fewer factors, and it shows some degree of domi-
nance. The components of aggressive behaviour are
each more like ethological action patterns, and each
pattern shows discrete differences between the
species. Perhaps each aggressive trait is influenced
by fewer genes than a summary such as ‘aggressive
success’ would be, and thus such traits could be
more likely to show simple dominance.

One of the most contentious issues in current
studies of reproductive isolation concerns the
number of genes involved, because models of specia-
tion differ as to whether they invoke a few or many
genes (Barton & Charlesworth, 1984; Carson &
Templeton, 1984). We believe that this issue needs
to be addressed by examining species with little
isolation rather than older species pairs, which
would have had time for genetic divergence subse-
quent to isolation. Our results indicate that in

studies of behavioural reproductive isolation, the
choice of traits may be critical: ‘summary’ traits such
as mating speed or the probability of copulation,
which represent the accumulation of many genetic
and environmental factors, are far more likely to
show polygenic control than traits that more nearly
resemble fixed action patterns and that contribute to
the summary traits. Traits that are under polygenic
control can be investigated further with statistical
analyses (Lande, 1981b) or quantitative trait loci
(Paterson et al., 1988; Zeng, 1994) to estimate the
number of factors involved, if the behavioural
phenotypes are sufficiently distinct. On the other
hand, traits that show clear dominance can be
subjected to careful linkage analyses (Sokolowski &
Bauer, 1989) to determine whether a few or many
loci are influencing them. Thus, instead of the usual
analyses of mating probabilities, we advocate a far
more detailed analysis of the components of
behavioural differences between species, as the more
valuable route to understanding behavioural repro-
ductive isolation.
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